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Fast Forensics™ Digital Investigations
Turnkey Cyber Risk Solutions



Key Benefits

 Cost-effective access to industry-leading
expertise

Reduce Cyber Risk.
In today’s digital economy, enterprises rely on thousands of connected devices and computer
endpoints to conduct business and store critical information. This extensive digital footprint
creates a complex, decentralized, and continuously evolving surface area upon which potential

 Dramatically reduce the cost of any
active or potential threats

 Profile users and systems to uncover

security vulnerabilities can reside. From protecting intellectual property to identifying suspicious
activity or malware, enterprises need technology that provides visibility at scale and trained
investigators with the experience to root out potential threats.

activity missed by automated tools

 Strengthen security practices by
identifying and evaluating multiple risk
factors

Live Processes | Network Connections | Telemetry | Skin Tone Detection | PII Searches
Deleted Files | File Systems | Screenshots | Email Search | Keyword Search | Registry Search



CyFIR Solutions

CyFIR Fast Forensics™ combines its best-in-class platform, talent, and techniques to deliver
turnkey investigative services that reduce cyber risk. With the ability to remotely and virtually
instantaneously search and evaluate data across an entire environment, CyFIR Fast Forensics™

CyFIR Enterprise

leverages the power of CyFIR Enterprise to provide a depth of endpoint visibility and speed of

Forensics & Incident Response

analysis unmatched in the digital forensics industry. Experienced CyFIR analysts then go beyond
the capabilities of automated tools to provide an “eyes-on” evaluation of data from across an
enterprise.

CyFIR Fast Forensics™
Digital Investigations

“Once we demonstrated the capabilities of CyFIR™, our legal department
stopped requesting traditional full disk captures. Today, they just ask us to

CyFIR Instant Response™

‘CyFIR it.’ By eliminating technical and logistical hurdles, CyFIR has been a

CyFIR Enterprise as a Service

tremendous help in expediting our cases through increased productivity.”
- Global Cloud Provider, Director

CyFIR LLC

Fast Forensics™ Digital Investigations
CyFIR Fast Forensics™ analyses are purpose-built digital investigations tailored to address
specific corporate objectives or custom needs.

“After we added CyFIR to our
security stack, we were able to
capture and analyze about 80%
more data on our endpoints’

CyFIR Fast Forensics™ for IP Protection
Protect corporate value through targeted monitoring of critical files and user
activity, tracking and attributing exfiltration of sensitive data, ensuring the
legitimacy of IP transfers, etc.

CyFIR Fast Forensics™ for Incident Investigation

health and activities than we
could using ‘our anti-virus
solution’ alone.”
- Major Financial Services Institution, CISO

Perform rapid investigation of potential incidents, computer misuse, or data
breaches utilizing CyFIR's concurrent processing architecture and global reach.

CyFIR Fast Forensics™ for Foreign Assets
Understand and evaluate risks to an enterprise by analyzing systems across
the globe in real time.

CyFIR Fast Forensics™ for Mergers & Acquisitions
Reduce buyer and seller risks by monitoring user activity, identifying security
threats or undiscovered malware, and evaluating an acquisition target’s security
posture before integration.

CyFIR Fast Forensics™ for Internal Investigations
Conduct discreet investigations with stealth installations on endpoints to
collect forensic data without potential productivity losses or tipping your hand
www.cyfir.com/capabilities
to investigation targets.

CyFIR Fast Forensics™ for Threat Hunting
Evaluate critical business assets and security defenses to identify legacy,
active, or potential security compromises before an incident occurs.

CyFIR Fast Forensics™ for Custom Engagements
Tailored support for organizations with unique needs or multiple business
objectives.

Implementation
CyFIR Fast Forensics™ uses a remote installation and analysis model, facilitating complete
access and detailed investigative analyses in a fraction of the time of traditional forensic tools and
“boots on the ground” methodologies. Within a matter of days or weeks, CyFIR leads clients
through a step-by-step process for identifying and mitigating key cyber risk factors:
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Project Planning: Kickoff Meeting,
Information Gathering
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Threat Assessment: Endpoint Analysis, Malware
Identification, Unknown or Suspicious Process
Identification, Security Posture Report

Get In Touch
For more information or to request
a quote, visit us online
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CyFIR LLC

CyFIR Deployment: CyFIR Agent
installation and configuration,
Baseline Endpoint Analysis
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Documentation & Reporting: Detailed and
Summary Reporting, Risk Assessment,
Remediation Guidance, Progress Debrief

CyFIR.com

